
Responsibly Inventing History: 
An Interview with Tim O'Brien 

Tim O'Brien is the author of W I N G  AM'ER C4CCIAT0, which 
weid the National Book A m r d  ink t im .  Another noetet THE 
THINGS THEY CARRIED, wus sekc&xi by THE NEW YORK TIMES 
as m e  of the best w m h  of&tiun 0$1990and received the CHICAGO 
TRIBUNE'B Hearthnd A w r d ,  the 1991 MeEcher A m ~ d ,  a d  the 
1992 Prix du MdUeur L i m  lhw award in France; it was a l .  
nomimtedjm- both the Puli&erfie  and the N a t i d  Book Critic's 
A w r d .  Other h k s  are IF I DIE INA COMMT ZONE, NORTHERN 
LIGHTS, a d  THE NUCLFA AGE. His most wcmi novel, IN THE 
LAKE OFTHE WOOaS, was publjshd by Hmghton Miflin, Octokr 
1994. 

M r  O'BnMs shortfiction has baen inclwkd in PRIZE STORIES: 
THE 0. HENRY AWARDSI THE PUSHCART PRtZE, and BEST 
AMENCANSHOlU S310RIES. His stmy '"She Things They Camkd" 
~eceiwd the N u t i m i  M a w n e  Award in Fiction and was selected 
Jm imluszUSZon in BEST AMERICAN SHORT SlDRIES of the 80s. M: 
O'B* is the recipient of numerous literary awards, imlzsding the 
Guggmheim Fbudufiora, the Amenkart Amademy nf A m  a d  
Letters, and the National E-r jor the Arts. A native of 
Mdnmta, Mr O'Brien graduated in 1968fmm Mwalestm C o w ,  
served as an ~n$amynan in Vietnam, a d  Eater m a 
m M  &aim w~~ THE WASHNGTON POST He now liws 
in Massachusetts. 

This IncwariePe! took place at the kUo& Center on the campus qf 
Michigan State Uni-ty in h t  Lumiqg, Michigan an A p d  7, 
1994. It eercss the third day of O'Brien's visit us a guest speaker and 
the day wore he hadl reardfmm THE THINGS THEY C N W E D  a d  
d w d  his Vietnam mpdmes, as a l l  ars his q m i e n c e s  as a 
h t q  to a class of s t d e n &  in a course m the waz 

Uw of the principul i s m s  I discussed with M7: O'Brien during 
his visit was his m u c ~  to his recent WE to Vietnam-the fimt 
since he sewed there as an iqfa-n. Because my olllwa interest 
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f d s o  heavily on the relationship between hisroricalmliiyand 
the way O'Bnkn's mbcst  -s a-r in his fktiwt, we 
spent considerable time discussing copies of his military unit's 
Dmily Staf JwumE logs. Mr O'Brien m n k m d  the sum logs at the 
National Amhiws in Washi@ton, D.C., prior to his rehm visit ta 
vietmm. 

C a t h i n e  CUlhm~ who hQs m p l l e d  the most complek  
MbEiogmcphic recod works byand a W  Tim 09BBriea, 
participated in the inikwkv and pmmkd selected questbm. She 
& a hfessm of English at A r r k a m  State Urmimity 

McNmey: DuringamcenttripbVietnam yougot to@ backad 
look at the &ound where you served during the war. Were there 
sq*? 

O'Brien: The geography of Vietnam is samed &mmd to me in the 
way that for m y  of us our backyards, wr front yards, are sacred in 
memo~y-where our sandboxes and swings used to be. Those 
memories we cany with us for the rest of our lives, because of the 
important events that occurred on such ground When I returned 
to Vietnam [17 Febmary-4 March, 19941, I fourid a few backyards 
and a few front yards and a few places where I spent my 
adult-childhood, and the terrsrin, in its way, hadn't changed. The 
paddies were shaped as they were try events which o d  
twenty years before. There's nothing left on my firebase in terms of 
barbed wire or buildings, not a scrap. But tfie outline of the hills on 
which the firebase was placed is the outline as it was a long time 
ago, minus all  the buildings. In a spooky way, it looks as if ghosts 
are inhabiting the place now. It's not used for mything because it's 
heavily mined. The ARVN took it over after we left, and they 
mined the place. None of the villa@x use it for anythi* nw. It's 
not tilled; it's just there, preserved in at vacuum. And I have a 
feeling it will be that way for a long time to come. 

Twenty years age, when I wrote I f  I Die in a Combat Zcme, I 
penned a line somewhere in it like, ''years and years from nm, 
some v e m  will take his wife, or girlfiend, or children m r  here, 
then walk the same mil and I11 bet the mines will still be here. The 



earth will not yet have swallowed and disarmed them." It's a khd 
of bitter statement sayirg that this stuff is still here and if you think 
thiswarh.ight,comewrerdw&thishdmd~eh~youlike 
it. That prophecy was in a way fdfdled when I returned. The 
ghosts are still there. It's as if you close your eyes, you can see the 
paddies and vilIages and &bases and so on; you can almost hear 
the soldiers laughing and drinking It  makes you believe in a spirit 
world. 

McNmey: In "Field Trip: in The Things T h q  Canied, you 
wrote about yaut vision of what it would be like to go back to 
Vietnam on an imaginary trip with the charmer Tim O'Brien's 
daughter Kathleen. In what ways did your trip codinn the 
expectation you portrayed in that story? 

O'Brien: Pretty much identically The human imagination is a 
powerful faculty We use it all the time in our lives; we Iive our lives 

it. It  has to be powerful. You imagined the questions yau were 
going to ask today, br instance, and you imagmed the answers. If I 
were to say I saw a Martian with a green head in Vietnam, you 
wwld be swprised, bemuse you expect to hear a different answer, 
the answer you inmgmed When we take a sip of coffee, and we've 
taken a lot of sip before, the next sip 5 going ta taste pretty much 
as the sip before i t  In all kinds of little ways we use wr 
imaginations to live ow kvesves W worry about smoking because 
we imagine dyia  of cancer. T b  doesn't stop us from smoking, but 
it makes us worry--we i m w e  death-that worry, that bad feeling 
we have now and then when we take that drag on that cigarette is 
based on the imagined event for the future: w r  m n  death, our 
own sufferin& our own pain. We imagine it mote or Iess fully at 
times. Sometimes not so fully, other times more fully 

Writing my fiction, I was basing my imagined chapter or story on 
prior events, what Vietnam had meant to me, what it had been to 
me, what 1 had seen there. My knowledge of how geogmphy 
operates is that it chm@es very slowly, My imagination of what I 
would want to do when I got to Vietnam in actuality or 
imagination was ta h d  hallowed ground. The spot where Kiowa 
died is the made-up went in the "Field Ikip'htmy And when you 
imagine these thin@, then you act on your imagination, you are 
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bound to find ssme correspondences, including emotional ones. 
And the ernotiod correspondence was very precise. A kind of 
quietude--that sense of ghosts I just talked about There is 
something just out there, the sense that thin@ just hadn't changed 
a lot geographically 1 d d  find places, a sense of b 1 y  heard 
voices in the background In the case of "Field Trip: it was the 
interpreter and the daughter laughmg and the guy showing her 
magic tricks. In my awn case, it was a earnem clicking-the firm 
photogsapher took pictures. And although the villagers' voices were 
the present voices, I, was hearing the voices of yesterday, voices of 
twenty- five years ago. So in a large way, the feezing of going back to 
Vietnam was exactly the way I'd imagined it. That's the p e r  of 
human imagination. That's why I thinfc we love stories so much. They 
are *re predictors. 

McNerng.: You reviewed your unit reowds at the National 
Archives before you went back to Vietnam. What were you 
loolung f ~ r  specifically and what did you h d ?  

O'Brien: kt, I was looking just to jog my memories, to recaU the 
m e s  of people who'd died You remember faces when you. dodt 
remember names, and you oerPairrly dodt remember whole 
names. I remember a lot of nicknames, for exafnple. We had so 
many of them So, first, to jog my memory as to who died, just the 
names of people. In some cases, I had forgotten entirely people 
who had died, because I didnt know them very well. You get a 
company of guys and they rotate in and out. Thgr are just bodies 
esentidly So that was one reason to go ta the archives, to jog my 
memory; 

The more important reason for wing there, though, was to find 
military cmrdhates, sixdigit numbers where events wmmd, so I 
wouldn't go to Vietnam and hump blindly m m d  lmking at 
hedges and paddies and villages, not knowing what was what, I 
knew that would happen and it would have happened if Pd have 
gone there without these coordinates-you how, h d s  where 
this ocmrrred, or t.hat mcm-ed. Herds where the tracks ran over 
us; here's where I was wounded; here's where this guy died, that 
guy died By compiling a set of coordinates I was able to to 
Vietnam with a map. Once there, I was escorted mund by a 



former VC soldier-a retired army ColoneI-who was taking me to 
pl- and, by and large, he hit it, In a few cases he said, "'yare 
there:' And I looked around and said No. 1 would get the 
coordinates out and say, "this is where 1 want to @, h." And he 
would say, %ell, you're here:' and I would say; "1 know I'm there 
and I don't want to be there, I want b be hwel' The coordinates 
helped. I was able to find a couple of villages that I really had to 
find 

A third thing happened in gomg to the a t c k  that I s h d d  
mention. T h  is impmtmt in terms of your research As far as I 
how, you are the first researcher to have gone back to find some 
of the primary stuff, including myself. I had never gone back to it It 
seems to me that this is an important thing for someone to do-to 
h d  the soil that literature grows out of. I had forgouen, as we dl 
do, a great deal of my own history. And to recover some of that 
history, some of that ground-to see it freshly, to see it 
anew-invigorated me as a writer: It gives yau courage to go on and 
it brm@ new stories to mind, thin& you've forgotten. And it makes 
possible another five years or ten years of writing for me in a lot of 
ways. So that is a third purpose for visiting the archives. I t  was a 
purpose I didn't intend, but that occwred m. 

McNcm@y: One thing I found when I looked at the archival 
material was the name Richard CacGiatu, who arrived in country 
on July 31, 1969, and a-ed the duties of battalion adjutant 
Hm, if in any way, did this individual affect your character 
Cacciato in your novel? 

O'Brien: The actual Caociato did not affect the character; nothing 
like him. All I did was steal the my's name. I liked the sand of the 
name. I remember the First time I saw it, I was out in the field and 
some document had come in, I was the RTQ [radiotelephone 
operatar] for the company commander and the document Game 
to me md I saw the name printed, and 1 said, "Huw the hell do y w  
pronounce this? And I went catchche, cache-sheeah, we were 
joking about i t  And then somebdy said Cacciato-sorne'body 
who knew him. 

The name stuck partly because we laughed at it, thinktng this is 
not much of a soldier's name. It sounded Iike the guy should be 
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ooom spaghetti somewhere. And allso because when I did Iearn 
to pronounce the name I loved the way it came off my tongue. hrt 
of like "catch." I was already probably thirrlring that I would be 
going back to the staim if I m v e d  and trying to wite h u t  this 
thin& and the name stuck with me. 
T h e d C & ~ ~ e r e d I ' d u s s d h S ~ e ~ m y I x K , k a n d  

assumed that I was ttying to portray him as a deserter running for 
Paris, He let me know in no uncertain terms that he was& any 
fucking d-r. And he wasn't. He was a @at guy He was an 
adjutant in a fireke. We got attacked and mortared often. He was 
a g d  soldier. He later k a m e  a company commander out in the 
field and acquitted himself well. So I want to make it clear that the 
real Richard CaccEato was a te&c officer. All I did was swipe his 
name because I liked the m d  of i i  

McNerney: kt's talk for a moment about the officers. We were 
taking yesterday ahut how some officers emphasized mission. 
Sidney Martin comes to mind in Cacciato and maybe Smith in Ifl 
Die. And there are other officers in your novels who have more of a 
connection with their men than with the mission--a Lieutenant 
h n  or a Captain Johansen-who don't make the fellows go 
o u ~  but allow them to report events from a safe haven How did 
you respond to your officers in Vietnam, how did the soldiers 
make distinctions among how these officers emphasized mission 
or men? 

O'Brien: The enlisted men-the common grunts-pdemd an 
officer who put the emphasis of man over mission. That is to q if 
we were in a situation, a village, let's sacy, and we disoovered a 
bunch of tunnels, we wanted an officer who would say, ' b k ,  the 
mission here is to find weapons, find the VC, and here are these 
tunnels. . . but let's just blow the damn thingl' Itk an a n p l e  I use 
often in my work be- this command dilemma mmred on a 
regdm basis in Vietnam, almost daily; There were tvnneIs 
everywhere, bunkers everywhere. If you were to search them 
all-and they were generally very heavily mined and 
trapped-pretty soon you'd have no men left. There would be no 
men left to do the searching. 



For me, though, my intellect told me that it was a waz; and that 
you are supped to win a war, That" what the Atmy's objective is 
supposedto be and I mdefstood Intellectually why some said, 
"Zet's search. kt's k11ow the book and seamh these things. It's SOP 
[standard operating procedure], we're supposed to do it." I 
understood why, I just didn? like it. Just like I understand you are 
supp~sed to stop smoking. I don't like to stop smoking. Your intellect 
can h o w  one thing, but your emotion can prefer something else-but 
I'll tell you this, soldiers prefemd the "man over mission" approach. 

The offices 1 most remember, however, emphasized mission aver 
man. I wrote about him in $1 Be, I called him D a d  His actual 
name is Julian Barnes. He died Ile was a black Crolonel. He was 
o~lr b d i o r i  cornlmandeq and he was killed on LZ W r  in an 
attack one night in May 1969.1 think it was M q  12th or so. We 
were out in the field at the time md saw it from a few miles away, 
saw the firebase all night long. It was a bad attack Not just Barns 
died; I believe four others died, Americans. I discovered in my trip 
back to Vietnam, in taking to some of the villa@rs and to the VC, 
that this particular attack was a planned attack to target that man 
alone-to kill Barnes. The VC knew where to find him, where his 
bunker was, where his hootch was. Because he was such a g o d  
 office^: Because he emphasized mission so much. That is to say, he 
was an ass-kicking officer. We lost a lot of men that Mw, because of 
the thin@ Barnes was making us do, but the VC were losing alot of 
people, -and they didn't like it 

I remember the day Colonel Barnes gave us a speech. We were 
in s tanddm in Chu Lai for three days before going on to 
P i M e  for an operation where many people died and were 
wounded I was wounded myself in this operation. We dl knew we 
were going to Pinkville. We didn't want to go. We had head about it 
from some other soldiers who had been there. 

Barnes' speech went something like this: "I'm Colonel h e q  
yw @ys are goi@ out to Pinkville. It's going to be bad We are 
going to lose men. I h a w  that in advance and I don't like it, but I'm 
going to d c e  you. Some of you are going to die and be 
wounded But I h e  to do it, And I h o w  you don't like it and you 
probably don't like me. I'm sony, but you" in the Asmy and when 
you are in the Arrrry, you have to do things you don't like." 
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The guys sort of snorted at him during this speech, yet it was a 
hell of a ,good speech. In any case, he wasn't 3~7hg to us, 1 think we 
respected him while also hating him. In some ways, though, we 
hated him more than we hated the VC, to be honest. The night he 
died-we heard about it wer the radio-we began to sing 
"Ding-don& the wicked witch is dead" I started it. 1 knew the song 
to sing. I admit it's a horrible thing. I'm e m b d  by it 
now--was e r n b m d  by it then-yet did it anyway, knowing it 
was an evil thing to do. A man was dead. At the same time, I said 
to myseIf, "I may live now if the next Colonel isn't quite m 
@~@hol' That was a long answer ta your question, but I had t~ get 
it said, 

McNerney: I'm thinking of the "Notes" section to "Speaking of 
Courage!' In an earlier version of that s m ,  in The Massachusetts 
kmkw in 1976, Paul Berlin figures as the main character instead 
of Norman Bowker and the whole incident of Kiowa and the shit 
field is omitted Also, when Paul's father asks him in the earlier 
version what's WTO* with tew war stories, Paul responds, 
(Wothmg, exoept I guess nobudy wants to hear them:' In the 
revised str>ry, as it appeats in The Things They Cumkd, you have 
Norman W k e r  tell a war story Has your conception of the wax 
story changed from t l ~  first telling to the later one? 

O'Bxien: The main character in The Masmehusetts Review story 
is Paul Bedin hut in the evolution of the "shit fieldn stories in The 
Thirgs They Cudkd rspeaking of Courage:' "Now7 "In the 
Fielq, the principal chasacter is me, n d  Noman Bwker: I had to 
change the story for The Things They C a d  because I didn't 
want to repeat myself from Goin$ Aftw C ~ t o .  b o n d  that, I 
wanted to have an integrated novel in which an episode in one 
chapter-the shit field business with Kiowa--echoed in later 
chapters sa that the incident of Kiowa" death would carry 
throu&out the book Further, there were h @ s  in the original 
version I just didn't like. I thought I could improve on the s-. My 
notion of the war story itself didn't change much--still hasdt. I 
pretty much believe what I believed when I wrote If1 Die, which is 
that war stories dodt carry morals. You should keep them as close 
to the bone as pmible without embroidery, without much but the 



fa* though my notion of what's f a d  cfianged I began to 
distrust facts more the older I got Probably I realized I didn't know 
marry of the facts of Vietnam, and thaw I did remember I had 
filtered through my own mernq. That is to say, I'd reworked 
them. You forget actual dialogue. Yotl forget the sequence of 
events, the chronology of events. I t  evaporates. What happened 
first, what happened second? You can't remember after a certain 
period of time, so how to know if something's f a d ?  

One of the reasons I went back Vietnam was to try to find out 
what actually happened there. Yet, even going back and talking to 
the VC and the viUagers who were mmd, there were many 
versions of what happened in the various places where I'd 
served--you knm, the numbers of people killed, where 
everybody was, what transpired on a given day I gues I decided to 
become a fiction writer so I wouldn't have to obey the n d  ru1w 
of fact and truth. You are allowed when you write fiction-in fact, 
you have to-to imagine, to rnaike up your o w ~ l  truths, You have to 
manufacture a system that is mherent and meaningful and 
moving without having to wade thruugh layers of competing 
versions of fact 

McNerney: You have to lie to &t at the truth? 

O'Brien: They are noble lies. The word "be" has a. pejorative 
connotatiort to it that I don't intend I mean to state that which one 
hours  is not true, but to do it with a noble purpose. In my fiction I 
state things as if they were true, knowing they are not. That is, I 
know there was never any Kiowa, yet I write as if there were a 
Kiowa Nos was there my Jimmy Cross; nor did m y  of these events 
occur exactly as 1 render hem. 1 know they are not true. h k k  
Twain knew there was no red Huck Finn. It's a character based on 
a person Wain knew; further, there was no raft, no Jim, no Duke, 
none of the events of the novel "happene#' yet 'hain presented 
them as if they had That's what fiction is a b u t  You approximate 
the world as it once was or could be without having to obey the 
rules of the historian. 
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McNmey: Do war stories differ from stories in general? Fbr 
instance, what special effct do you intend the war story to have 
upon the listener? 

O'Brien: All stories are meant to put a reader into the shoes of a 
storyteller or at least into the shoes of, if not the storyteIleq then 
the ckc t e r s  in the stmy That's why you're sitting in a bar and 
you say, "Listen, I gotta tell you this, something happened today I 
was driving down the street and 1 saw this clam come out a bar 
and the clown asked me for directions.'" you are tryintrying to do 
to the p w n  listening to the story is have that person irnawe 
driving down the street and seeing a clown come out of a bar; then 
whaiever transpires after that. That's why you tell the story, 
because of something that happened that you need &hem to 
identdy with. How would you feel if this happened to you? War 
stories do that tooa They say how w d d  yau feel if you suddenly 
were drafted? How would you feel if you ha td  the war and 
thought it was m g ?  What would you do? What would you do if 
your best friend were to sink into the muck of a sbt field and you 
felt responsible for it in some way? W m  wwld you fed if your 
daughter asked, "Did you ever kill anyone?" These are ways of 
asking the reader to put himself or herself into the shoes of the 
person telling the story or the characters in the story. 

War st~ries have othw fun&ons too. Among them is the m o d  
function, which, again, is not just for war stories. All stories have at 
their heart an essential r n d  function, which isn't only to put 
yourself into sorneonds shoes, but to ,@ beyond that and put 
yourself into someone eWs moral framework How wdd ym 
behave in that world? What is the m o d  thi* to do and not to do? 
What w d d  you do if you were a company commander and knew 
you had to txy to win a war, but a h  presente your men? 
Sometimes y w  can't preserve your men and win a war. How are 
you going to make the moral judgments? How would you behave 
in this or that world? 

Fiction in general, and war stories in paticulaq serve a m d  
function, but not to give you lessons, not to tell you how to act 
Rather, they present y w  with philosophical problems, then ask 
you to try to a d j u d i e  them in some way or another But it's an 
imperfect world, and we can't find perfect soIurions in an 



imperfect world And yer, even in this imperfect world we seek 
proximate soIutions. That's the business of livin& and fiction .tries 
to address that. 

McNemey: You once said that William Cowling, from The 
Nuclear&, is the only hero you've ever mated in your fiction. If 
you still feel that way, might it in some way be related to the way 
y w  have Cowling deal with courage and with cowardice and the 
s&c disoweries he makes dealing witb things he finds 
terrifying? 

O'Brien: What is a hem? What I mean by a hero is someone who 
behaves in a way that correspnds with his or her beliefs-if you 
believe you should be doing a thing, then you do it It's a 
correspondence between n moral judgment and one's behavior in 
the world. Heroism is nbt determined by outside criteria; it's 
determined by criteria inside one's own psyche, one's cnvn 
eonscience. Cowling is the only character I've created who 
behaves in the real world in a way that corresponds with the things 
he believes about the world-he believes that the Vietnam War is 
immoral and he doesn't go to it. Instead, he runs from it He 
believes the world is going to end, and not just in a literal sense: 
apocalypse or nuclear war. Such an end is only a metaphor for 
something much larger in the book, which is the business that we 
are dl going to die-the whole businee in other words, of 
rnortali~. And not only human mortality, but the mortality of the 
universe as well: the sun is going to flare up and roast the earth and 
then die out 

If you believe in the Big Bang, then you a h  believe the 
corresponding idea, as most scientists now do in some form or. 
another, that the universe will collapse in on itself at some point. 
Or else, if it doesn't oolrapse, it will just continue to expand to 
eternity and everything will dissolve. These are huge questions, 
but they are questions most of us aren't bothered by because they 
are so far in the future. Our own deaths are in the future. The end 
of the universe is millennia away But now and then in our dreamt 
and daydreams we do stop and say, "Hey, I am gmng to die 
som* or "there are bombs out thwe than can blow up East 
Lansing in a seoonc as "the universe 5 @ing to collapse on itsel t' 
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When we hit such moments of realization of the endinmess of 
thin& o x h d y  we just shut off and make ourselves stop thim 
about it or go to a bar or eat our next meal. But Cwling is the kind 
of person who d t  shut himself off. In that sense, he is abnormal, 
the way a lot of ob& characters in fiction have been 
abnormal-Captain Queeg in The Cairte 1Wjttinpall kinds of 
characters. h r d  Jim is obsessed by his cpwn fail- and so on. 
When you create chamckrs in fiction, you usually for the 
extraordinary, the offbeat, You dank go for the common Joe on the 
street who doesn't think a b u t  @hi% OF care about arrythifi& 
Genedy you go for n character who cares in a ma@hed way 
about the world Cowling is an anomaly in the work& a person who 
m ' t  stop t h k h g  abut  the question of rnortdit~r; the emptiness 
of thin@. Further, he acts on his beliefs. As weird as Cowzing's 
behaviom are, t h g ~  are still cour@eous behaviors, though in 
literature most people who behave as Cowling does end up 
defeated--the way Ahab ends up defeated by the whale. 

The way to sunrive in this world is not to be a hero. The way to 
s d v e  is to act in a kind of ordinary way, not cowardly way, but 
sort of forgetful way, That is how most of us behave in the world 
But hemes behave in an extraordinary, selfdefeating fashion. 
That" what I think Cowling dms, 

McNerngr: You once said you mi&t rewrite N o r t h  Li@ts. 
Then you did rewrite and republish substantial portions of both 
Going After Caeciato and The Things They Carried. 

O'Brien: And JSIDie. I revised much of that. 

McNmey: Could you talk about yow p~ooess of revision? For 
example, you say in "Haw to %I a True War Story" that one of the 
characteristics of a true war story is that it must be continually 
retold. Is this emphasis on reworking your fiction part of that idea 
of working toward the ultimate m e  war story? 

O'Brien: I revise often simply fur writerly reasons. That is, I make 
writerly kinds of mistakeq in Cacciato, a lot of thin@ I changed 
had to do with the section in ' k h m  when the c b  make 
their escape. I wanted a cartoon feel to this section, some kind of 



dream-like feel to this jail escape. Berlin's imagination fails him 
in that jail and so he just imagines this cartoonish escape. But; 
the effect on the reader, at least on this reader-me-was that it 
was too cartoonish. I thought it needed to be toned down, and I 
spent a lot of time trying to cu& just to tone it down. 

A second category of revision has to do with this business of 
the multiplicity of truth, or the multiplicities of truth That is, 
there are different versions to some of my stories. "Speaking of 
Courage"is probably the most obvious. There are two 
published versions of this story, I'm always up against 
conflicting possibilities. When you are composing a world, 
making a worId up, there are always alternatives. She could say 
this or she could say that. H e  muld do this or he could do that. 
The book could end this way or that. 

I've taken this business to an extreme in my new book, In the 
Lake ofthe Woods. The situation is that a woman is missing and 
no one knows what has happened to her and no one will ever 
know. So 1 make up alternatives throughout the book Maybe 
this happened to her; maybe that happened to her; maybe she 
drowned; maybe she got on a bus to go to Seattle; maybe she left 
her husband for another maq maybe she got lost. Each maybe 
is a little "Hypothesis:' as these chapters are called. Maybe she 
and her husband planned to run away together because she and 
her husband couldn't stand the world as it was pressing in on 
them anymore. All kinds of possibilities. I've intentionally built 
into one novel many alternatives as to what might have 
transpired. 

1 don't write this way as a game; I write this way because that's 
the way the world is. Think of someone you knew when you 
were in high school. Where is the person now? Maybe dead, 
maybe a stockbroker, maybe a mortician, maybe in jail, maybe 
a lot of things. You base the maybes on the scraps of memory 
you have from what you knew in high school about the person, 
And you make up little hypotheses. Some seem more probable 
than others. You build up these possibilities, and if you were 
wer to really discover what happened to that person, maybe 
none of the possibilities you had built up was what redly 
occurred to the person. So there is that whole m y  of 
possibilities that you haven't even considered. 
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And, then, the whale business of mortality When we die, what 
happens to us? Where do we go? Do we Cjo tcl heaven? Do we rot 
and that's it? Is there life after death? There's no way we're @ i  to 
know in the waking world We live our lives more than we know in 
the world of hypothesis. Christians live by the hypothesis that we 
are going to heaven. Hindus live by the hypothesis that we are 
going to be reborn, and that by god  acts will come back at higher 
and hi&er planes. Every reuon or philosophial system is a 
hypothesis-maybe this or maybe that. And we h e  by these 
maybe?, mwe than we knm. The world is not as certain as we 
pretend I try to write fiction that takes this ''maybeness" into 
account. In Cacciato, the last line of the book is, "Maybe sq the 
Iieutenarlt says." Maybe Caocim is out there still. Maybe he will 
make it, but we will never how. 

Galloway: In The F h c h  Lieutenant's Woman, John Fowles 
offers three different endings. F d q  the reader is invited to 
create his own endie  Hawe you been influenced by John Fowles? 

O'Bfien: I've always loved Fmla' work A book of his I very much 
like is The Ebony Zhw. But, to continue yaw obsemation, Fowles 
also m t e  the ending of The Magus. Not just the ending but 
other parts as well. And the thing is, he is open abut it. A lot of 
other writers do it subtly and slyly You don7t even know about it, 
They just slip their revisions into the next revision of a paperback 
Most scholars don't notice. 

McNerny: You stated that books can work as magic acts. In the 
section, 'The People We Max&' from In the Lake of the Woods, 
the character John Wade clabbies In magic as a hobby. You state at 
one point that magic was his life. Do you see a  elations ship 
between magic and writing? 

O'Brien: I was a magician as a kid. It was my hobby You try to 
make up a better world than the world you are living in through 
the power of manipulation of that which can't be manipulated 
ordinarily You d t  l l s d y  make things vanish or appear out of 
nowhere. And yet, if you are a Wcian, you presenf at least, the 



illusion of doing that This has Rowed, I suppose, into my career as 
a writer in a lot of ways where I can make miracles happen in my 
stories. I can make people wake up h m  the dead-which I do in 
The Things T h q  Carried: they sit up and talk It's power. 

For instance, if somebody dies you are close *a fatheq 
sa-and you are 1ymg in bed a week later and he is in the ground, 
and it's tm in the morning and you can't sleep and your Eather's 
face comes to mind You see him walking down the street and 
taking to you. You can see his face and you hear him laugh and 
talk, partly as a memoly, partly as something y w  are just sort of 
imaginitlg happening Those moments when you are imagining 
him, he is with you. He's as alive as he was before. He's not dead, 
exactly, when you see him duing these things. If he were dead, he 
wodd be lying in his ooffi. But he's talking What is animation, 
and what is life, really? It may not be quite as easy to define as we 
have thought it is. When we see movies, we know things aren't red 
and yet they seem real. We watch the images. There is a kind of 
"happenin&" with a reality we can't deny. When you are reading a 
book-Huck Finn on the raft or Ahab chasing the whale or 
Camiato @ing to Paris-if the thing is vivid enough there is going 
to be a kind of '2ivingness" to it that is not the same as the waking 
world we're in, but that is like the waking world w&e in, a kind of 
aliveness. That" what I mean. There are kinds of being alive. 
Shakespeare has a kind of immortAty. He is dust now. Yet when 
we say he is irnmod, we are saying that becawse when we see or 
read his plays, we're living his thoughts anw. We are living for him. 
When those lines of dialogue are spoken, it's not exactly the same 
as the living Shakespeare speaking tn us, but it's like it 

McNernq: Your b k s  are read in a lot of college courses. 
Cacciato, The Th iqs  They Carried, and your other writings have 
received mnsiderable mitical attention. How has your public 
activity as a writes affected your private adivity as a writer? 

O'Brien: Well, not at all. That is one of the pecuhar things about 
me as a human being. People who know me well comment on 
how I am able to isolate the problems and the realities of the world 
and sit down and write. I'm not saying it's a virtue, but there is 
something about my personality where I I shut out the most 
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traumatic, horrible things that are &ng in my life all m d  
me. There can be bombs &i@ off in the m m  next d m  and I can 
still sit and write. I can do that with g o d  things as welt. I can have 
wonderful thin@ happening in the world next to me-awards w 
meet- people on trips and so on-and utterly shut them out. 
There is somethg about my personality that can just do that. It's 
not always good. So the answer is really-it probably doesn't 
sound true, but sometimes the truth doesn't-that I an shut off 
everything and write. That is to say, when I am praise$ it doesn't 
mean a thing to me. When I am tryl~lg to write asentence, becam 
the sentence is so hard to write that you are not thhbg,  "Boy; I'm 
a good write?' You" thinking, "God, I d t  make this sentence go 
to the n&t p ? e ,  I can't make it s m d  right. I can't give it a unique 
quality that makes it jump the way I want to make my sentences 
somehow seem alive. Sort of jump at you and be rnemorable?And 
if you can't do it, you don't take solace in the fact that you have 
done it before. Y d r e  just lost h~ the world of the sentence, the 
pm@aph, nnd the story. It's like a lead room I walk into, and when 
that door closes I'm utterly alone and nothing that has ever 
happened in the world means arythia I'm just in a world of that 
page and those words and the stmy I'm trying to tell. I wish I could 
not be that way at times, because 1 ignore the outside world and 
then it catches up with me years later or months later or weeks 
later-the friends I've forgotten to call back, a l l  the things you 
forget to do. 

McNerney: You were recently singled out in a Vietnam War 
literahue journal for your work, in the way that it was perceived as 
possibly anti-feminist You have also had to defend yourself at 
times from accmwtions in which you use the wotds of the 
Vietnamese themserveq saying that you have not presented the 
Vietnamese perspective. Does this bother you? 

O'Brien: It bothers ofi insofar as it would bother m y  human 
being who has something negative said about his or her person. 
You don't want to have bad things said about you. It's like being 
called a shitball, and you'd prefer not being called a shitball if you 
don't think of yourself as one, and, even if you do think of yourself 
as one, you don't want to be called one. To that extent it bothers 



you The question then becomes one of fairness. You have to ask 
ywrself in a quiet moment if the criticism is valid or noe. 

kt's do the Vietnamese question first I haven't pretended to 
present a Vietnamese viewpoint in my books, except on one or 
two occasions. In Cacciato, I present a character, Li Van HBoc, 
who is a fable-like chmcteq living down in the earth. I try to 
imagine what it w d d  be like, in a &msIy distorted., dmmt 
wrtmnish way, to be a Viet Cong or NVA soldier livi@ in the 
earth. Besides Li Van Hgm, &ere is the Vietnamese man I kill off 
in Tke Things They Carried. There I tried to imagine what it 
would have k e n  like ta have been a scared, young VC draftee. 
Except for these two occasions, I haven't attempted to present a 
Vietnamese viewpoint; Wky haven't I? Because I don't know it. E 
don't know the life of the VC and the Iife of the Vietnamese. I h o w  
only a smattedng abut what Buddhism and Confucianism are. Z 
h o w  only a smattering of the culture. I don't h o w  the language at 
all. I'm nut going to deign to speak for people who can speak very 
well for themselves. 

When I was recently in V i e w  T talked over this very issue 
with five w six Vietmme9e writers at a literary magazine I visited 
there. 1 said, "Other American htas and I have been criticized 
for not presentiN yow point of view enau&hl' They laughed and 
said, Well, we don't present yaur poirrt of vied' It was obvious 
among us writers that you can't. They said to me and I said to 
them: you are capable of speaking yourseg and I am 
capable of s p d i ~ f o r  myseg Tb don the mantle of an alien 
culture and to pretend to speak for that culture as if you knew it 
seems to me hubris. I dorit want to write for the Vietnamese. They 
are capable of writing for themselves, and have done very well. 
Even though a lot of their stuff hasn't been t m m h d  yet, they have 
a thriving literary community that is under incredible pressure 
from the Vietnamese government, They are always being 
blackballed and so on, but nonetheless they me speaking for 
themselves. 

The feminist issue i s  more difffdt. It  is hard to talk about 
because things I say may m n d  anti-feminist, but are, in fact, no& 
Put another wax 1 think I often am much more a feminist than the 
socalled feminists miticizing me. 
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One fact we live with-and like all facts, there are layem-is that 
women don't serve in combat in western societies, much. And so 
in nry s t o r i q  I don't have women soldiers wdkmg around Just as 
an environment, women are excluded The question then 
bemrnes bat do you do when women are by nahlre excluded 
from participation in events? What do you do with women? 
Which view do ycru take? And what role do they play dramatically 
in the making of a work of art? If tu place a woman in a combat 
setting would be to viotate the rules of credibility that rule 
verisimilitude, then yolr end up hmi~@ cha ram talk abwt 
women. 

There are a couple of lines--Ill just take a couple of 
examples--one is in VISI Die where a soldier says "she's sort of 
pretty for a gook" Well, on the surface it seems like an utterly 
misogynistic statement, and racist at that Which it is. But my role 
as a writer is net ta make up a world that is better than it is. My role 
is to report the w d d  as it is. And that statement is a very delicate 
way of saying something tZl& is said in much stronger language 
and much more offensive language every day by men in a war, I 
wouldn't have a character say after being shot; "Oh, poop, I've 
been shut!" instead of "Oh, shit!" SimilnIy, you wouldn't have 
soldiers talking abut  women or analang comments that they 
wouldn't ordinarily make in the d world What I'm hying to say 
is that while I'm recording a thin& I'm not necessarily endorsing it, 
When Dostcrywsky writes abwt murder in Crime and 
P u n h A ~ ~  h&s not endorsing the acts of Rask01nikov. He is 
thinlung of the c~mplicatjons of a man pretenm he is superman. 
You dank blame the messenger for the news. What are some d the 
statements made about my work in pmcular that would make it 
seem anti-feminist? 

McNemey: There is, for example, the business at the end of "How 
to Ell a True War where the woman comes up and says that 
she doesn't like war stories. And I guess some critics have said that 
this implies that women are not smart enou& or not intuitive 
e n o w  to understarld a war story As you have said before, 
"Sweetheart of the Song l'ra Bong'' is a kind of answer to the 
depiction d women which may present them as les  



understanding or less in contact with the emotional force of what's 
going on in yaur war stories. 

O'Brien: I believe ih& ty and lac, women in America don't like 
war stories. That is, if you asked a crawsection of women 
dc~em~g~tphically selected, 'Would you read a war story?" or 
'Would you prefer war stories to lave stories, father stories, mother 
stories, son storiec I believe you are going to fmd the dominant 
statistical answer being, 'Women don't like war stories." It doesn't 
mean that women are not perspicacious. It doesdt mean that they 
are not smart. It doesn't mean that they are not intuitive. I t  means 
that women prefer not to read war stories. The question then 
becomes why? And my answer to that is a cultural one. It is that 
because women are excluded by law from serving ~ combat, and 
up until recently were really discriminated against h m  sewing in 
the armed forces in gene&. 1 believe they still are to some extent. 
This exclusion explairts, I think, why women would prefer not to 
read about something with which they m o t  iden&. b o n d  
that, another reason that women may not like war stories has to do 
with how war stories oftentimes are bad stories-full of cliche, 
blood, death, bullets, bombs, pwposeless stereotypes, &-$cation 
of war. All these are valid reasons not to like war stories. And so 
when the woman at the end of "How tn toll a Tme War Stor$' says, 
"ordinariIy 1 don't like war stories, this one I likec it is supposed to 
be a backhanded mmplirnent that woman. This war story she 
liked because, P hope, it isnk stereotypical, isdt prdctable, isn't 
melodramatic. It touches a woman's spirit the same way it would 
touch a man's spirit 

What I'm criticking is the d h n d y  caused statistid 
propensity on the part of women to not give war stories the same 
open-minded consideration that I would give to a story about a 
feminist and a professor in a coIlege. If it is e x p d  that I should 
be able to read Madame h r y ,  a book about a woman written 
by a man, I can expect that a woman, thmgh acts of the 
imagination, acts of cultural identification, acts of sociahation, 
would some day write a war story as good as any I could write. 
What I'm don@ is criticizing a culture that unfairly has excluded 
women from the responsibility of taking pat  in a social 
phenomenon: war. 
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The= is another level to my response to feminist criticism of my 
work that is a little more angry And that level is W it seems to m e  
that women are going to have to acknowledge that men are bang 
treated unfairly when they are sent to war I don't think women 
have th01sgZ1t about it much. I think women, by md large, in 
western society take it for granted that thgr don"t have to sene in 
combat, and it's not even thought about much It's just a given. It's 
as if God has somehow &anted a divine right to womerl: You don't 
haw to die in combat, You don" t w  togo through this honryr. 
Well, God didn't mandate this privilege, man did Law did 
Tradition did. Culture did It seems to me that excluding women 
from cornbat is a clear violation of the equal protection clause of 
the Fwrteenth Amendment ta our Constitutiorl. We should all be 
treated fairly Why not only draft blacks, or only draft Albanians, or 
only draft Italians? There would be a revolution in this country in 
any of those cases. "How to Rll a True War Story'' is meant to d 
attention to a fundamental inequity Half our population is 
excluded from the horror of sewing in combat. I want to call 
attention to that fact. 

I want also to say hit E think there is an unsubstantiated belief 
that gender determines bellicosity Eked on people like Lizzie 
M e n  or Catherine the Great, I m't say that  women are 
absolutely and utterly non-violent creatures. It  seems to me to be a 
kind of denigration of women to contend such a thing. Ib say "we 
are not capable of belligerence, we're not capable of mgq we're 
not capable of this" seems to me to denigrate women, The 
socalled feminists who say "we, the women, are the nurturen; we 
are the lovers; we are the child-hearers of the worl4 we are 
endowed with a God-given gucdness that men are not endowed 
with" is to violate a fundamental humanity abut  women. The 
experience of the human race is that women know what sin is, 
know what evil is, and have participated in both in their own ways. 
I" m b e h g  against a stereotype. I would think a feminist would 
be applauding me for this. I would think a feminist would be saying 
"you are right!-- gender doesn't make us less than human." 

McNemey: In "Sweetheart of the Song Tra Bon&" you envision 
h e  possibility d a woman in combat. Tb a certain degree that 
story is a working hypothesis of what you are talking about: that 



women just as much as men under the right con&tions+r really 
under the worst conditions S what we mean-can experience the 
same reduction of the soul or the reduction of the self. 

O'Brien: Yes, "Sweetheart of the Song Tra Bong" seems to me an 
utterly feminist story. It seems to me to be sayin& in part, if 
women were to serve in combat they wwld be experiencing 
precisely what I am, the same conflicts, the same p&xq the 
same terrors, the same @Its, the same seductions of the sod. 
They would be going to the same dark side of the human 
hemisphere, the dark side of the moon, the dark side of their own 
psyches. It seems to me that the story is a fable-that it's meant to 
make explicit that which I thought was implicit in my work all 
along 

I'm thinking now of &kin Aung Wan, a female character in 
Caccjato, who is a Qment of Paul Ber1in"s imagination. I w d d  
guess that if I were to wad the literature, I'm going to find some 
feminist writing incorrectly abut this character. I wodd say she 
m a t  be brought up as an example of O'Brien's view of women, 
but Sarkin Aung Warr is to me an extraodmdy strong character: 
In fact, she might be an example of a hero. Maybe she is the second 
hem in my fiction. She is a woman who is fleeing with her aunts 
from h o r n  and from tern? acting on her convictions. She is 
made up by Paul Berlin. She is an aspect of Paul Min 's  
personality. In the Paris Peace Talks table scene, she speaks for 
part of Paul BerIinYs personality, speaks for the &d part, I 
think-saying, You've walked this far in your imagmation, why 
don't yotr keep walking out of this war? Wky don't you be b e ?  
Why don't you walk away from the horror of this war the way 
Caociato did a d  the way I'm y w  to? Let's live in peace and 
civility She is the guide may from that war for Paul krlin. She 
gets him out of trouble when they are d m  in Li Van Hw's 
tunnel; she is the wide out of that homr. She has a tenacity of 
spirit. She has n strength of endurance that belies her physical 
hgditp So I imagine some feminist critic of mine has probably 
written that she finds the lan@i& describing *kin h n g  Wan's 
physical fragility offensive. But what I think such mitics have 
overloolied is that despite her physical characteristics, Sarkin 
Aung Wan has an abiding obstinacy of purpose and a strength that 
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is meant to represent part of Paul krlids own personality-that 
which would act bravely, that which would flee from war; that 
which w d d  do som&r@ difficult So, in that character, which is 
written, I don7t know, twenty years ago, a lo@ time ago, I try to 
place a woman in a situation of incredible stress and temr and 
have her act nobly and well. Conversely, the character of Mary 
Anne Bell id usweetheart of the Song 'Ika Bong" doesn't act so 
nobly w well. She acts as others would act. Sh& seduced by it. But 
the capabilities of one woman, to act just as men, sometimes 
respond this ww, other times this way, is to show that women too 
can succumb to violence. 

McNerney: N o r t h  zights and The NucEear Age over the years 
haven't received the same attention as your navels that are very 
Vietnam specific. What these books share, among their concern 
for issues of ooum& and cowardice, is that they are both set in the 
Midwest The en- to Ij I Die a h  takes the reader ovw the 
farmlands of Minnesota and back to yaur home. What si@cance 
does locale play, and what are your feelings towards small towns 
which created such a stroe gravity in you md in yow decision to 
go to Vietnam? 

O'Brien: I see virtue in the Midwest, but I also see honor. I see a 
kind of groteque hormr-the kind of homr that Flannery 
OYComor saw in Georgia and in the South I see lines side 'by side 
Iike p d l e l  milmad micks. I see one track through the Midwest of 
independence of spirit, belief in the human individual, the 
inviolable sanctity of the human individual. But the line next to 
hat track is a peculiar sort of in-&own smugness-I want to say 
this as delicately as I can, and it's hard to d+a kind of smugness 
with sespect to personal virtue. A kind of smugness that. takes 
delight in ignorance in some way Those high-fdutin' EQstemers, 
those crass Westerners, those redneck Southerners. A h d  of 
deli& as I w, in ignorance. 

I wrote in w e d  plaees-tll try to get Vietnam specific 
now-about how the people in my h o r n e m  didn't know Bao Dai 
from the man in the moon, didn't know the first thing about 
French ml~nialism. They didn't and probabIy to this day don't, by 
and large. If you were to give a quiz, 'Wme three prominent 



Vietnamese @res dun@ the last forty years:' I'd say that most 
people in my hometown wodd not be able to tome up with more 
than one, which wodd be Ho Chi M i n h  That w d d  probably be it 
They would scratch their heads and say, 'Who was that president 
of South Vietnam? Who was that guy I wanted to b e  my son die 
fm?" I'm not sure they would remember Khanh or Ky or Thieu or 
Diem. 1 doubt they w d d  In fact, I know they wouldn't. And yet 
these are the guys who personified a South Vietnam that they 
would want to send their sons to die for. Well, that kind of 
smugness is what I refer to, that kind of delight in their own 
tgnmmce. They don't want to know I t  makes me mw. 

I go home once a year to play in a golf townamefit in my 
hornetawn. 1 go out to the golf cwrse and there are these people in 
their white shoes and polyester pats, which to me represents 
smugness. I dodt have anything against ply- but I have a lot 
against what polyester represen& in my ima~ination, which is; an 
attitude of smugness. And now it's an attitude of ignorance of the 
world and a deli&t in Worthugton, Minnesota as the center of the 
universe. And America as the center of the universe. My country 
right or wrong. Well, it @t us into a lot of trouble in Vie- that 
attitude. And it almost got me dead I have struck back oftentimes 
at Wordington. I rero@uze the virtues such as they are. But I'm 
glad I don't live there anymore. In a way I never lived there. I'm not 
the kind of guy that's going to fit into Worthhgton. Truth there is 
written with a capital 'T' 

McNerney: Can the non-participant understand the combat 
experience though literature? Is there even such a thing as an 
essential quality of war? 

O'Brien: No, there's not, War is everythin& In "How to %I1 a The 
Wm Stor$' 1 make a long list: war is adventure; war is holiness; war 
is pity; war is lo@@; war is Iove; war is frosts. The list is long. War 
is a multiplicity of events. Maybe always, but certainly now, for me, 
the environment of war is the environment of life, magnified. That 
is, instead of mortality pressmc on us twenty years from now--the 
possibility, say, of cancer-it is presflllg on me nm. The stakes of 
living in a war are enhanced only because of the awareness of the 
proximity of death. That is to say, I'm almost dead with every step I 
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&e in a war as opposed to fifty steps te the day I &t cancer or 
have a h t  heart attack We are dl living in a war. It's just that the 
wolf isn't quite at the d m  The wolf is sort of baying in the woods, 
in the lives we live in the o m  world The wolf is WE there 
bayin& but it's a ways may. Whereas in a wsu; the wolf is right at 
the door scratching and the door is unlocked and partly open md 
you're trying to keep it closed The enemy is right there; death is 
right there. We just don't recognize it in ordinary life, but with 
every breath we take, we are one breath closer to the grave. 

I hope that my work will ultimately have its effect in 
understanding the war of hvi* The stakes are always high. We are 
always almost dead in our lives-we just don't know it. The 
problems and dilemmas presented in a war setti@ are -tially 
the problems and dilemmas of living itself. It's hard to be brave in 
the ordinary world It's hard to knaw what bravery is in the 
ordinary world. It's hard to know what rectitude 5 in the ordinary 
world because we are often put into situations of paradox. In the 
daily world you are in these situations constantly, to 
adjudicate that which is ultimately insoluble. Z love her but I also 
love k. What s h d d  I do? I love them both. Who are you going to 
live with? Who are you going to mamy? Who are yotr to he 
faithful to? That is just one example which should hit home to 
women, men, Martians, Albanians. It should be spe&c to nothrnff 
except to humanity itself. Those paradoxes which war presents 
with the wolf at the door are there all the time. I, hope that when 
my books are read, they'll reverberate for those reasons, for those 
who have never experienced war and never wilI, but experience 
daily, a different war: the war d life itself. 

I receive a lot of letters about my work I would say that at least 
80% of the Iettels I receive are from women, Maybe more. The 
letters are h m  the mothers of soldiers who swved in Vietnam 
and Desert Stom and ather wars. They are from sisters. Women 
manied to these guys. MI say essentially the same thing "Thank 
yau for writing this book becauSe now I feel sornethmg in terms of 
identification, and in &terms d participation that I didn't feel before. 
My husband can't talk about it, hut now I sort of understand why 
he doesn't, why he can't:' There is a joy that you get receiving that 
kind of a letter as opposed to a letter h m  a vet saying "'I read your 



book and thank you for ~ t i n g  it; it echoed my experience!' I don't 
have to echo his experience. He hows what his experience was. 
He's been there. It's nice to have an echo, but he doesn't need it the 
same way that n child of nineteen needs it before trying to make 
up his or her mind whether to join the army. Or the citizen needs it 
when it comes time to enter the booth to vote. Or that a woman 
needs to be able to give comfort or ~ounsel to n husband suffering 
or a child trying ta decide to join the military or not. 

What I'm tryin$ to say is the joy I get is probably the same jcgr 
Conrad got when he wouId get letters h m  people who weredt 
sailors, saying, God, y w  know, thank you for that experience of 
going h u g h  that eyphoon. Now I've had an experience I oouldn't 
have othenvise. That's the joy The jay is not the jay of touching 
vetems or touching people who have lived what you have lived. 
The joy is just the opposite. Maybe that's what hurts me when I 
hear that articles me being written by women saying I am 
anti-feminist The whole creative joy is to touch the hearts of 
people whose hearts otherwise wouldn't be touched That's why it 
hurts to have these things saying I nm anti-feminist It hurts m e  
badly bemuse the purpose of art is to touch the human heart in its 
soIidatity and solidity Art has very little to do with the differences 
among us, more to do with the similarities we share. 

Calloway: You mentioned yesterday that you don't want to write 
mother nuvel, 

O'Brien: What I want to do is write short stories. A novel takes so 
much out of your life. How marry years do I have left? I &m 

hty-seven and let's say I live to eighty. Well, I haven"t got a lot of 
years left. It takes me five to eight years to write a novel give or 
take. They used to take less, but now they're taking that long. That's 
not many more books. I'm aware of the Iimits of my life now as we 
d ate when we get alder. I wodd prefer to be able to do fifty stories 
abut  different facets of the world as opposed to just three or f w r  
more books, which is dl I probably would be able to finish. There 
are so few gratifications that come to the writer: And to have to wait 
eight years to receive the @ficatiorl of a hook coming out is too 
long for me ta wait now. 
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You should never trust what a writer says about his goals 
because they are so fluid, but given the way I fee1 ncrw, I can't 
irnene writing another book And if I can't imagrne it, the odds 
are slim that I'Il do it. I have to be able to imagine a thing before I 
can do it What I can i-ne is writing stories. Maybe forty-page, 
fifty-page stories. But still just stories. L l  


